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Scott's correspondence proves, that during this autumn
he had received many English guests besides the good
spinsters of Piccadilly and Mr. Morritt. I regret to
add, it also proves that he had continued all the while to
be annoyed with calls for money from John Ballantyne;
yet before the 12th of November called him to Edin-
burgh, he appears to have nearly finished the first Tales
of my Landlord. He had, moreover, concluded a nego-
tiation with Constable and Longman for a series of
Letters on the History of Scotland: of which, however,
if he ever wrote any part, the MS. has not been discov-
ered. It is probable that he may have worked some
detached fragments into his long-subsequent Tales of a
Grandfather.1 The following letter shows likewise that
he was now busy with plans of building at Abbotsford,
and deep in consultation on that subject with an artist
eminent for his skill in Gothic architecture, — Mr. Ed-
ward Blore: —
TO DANIEL TERRY, ESQ.
November 12, 1816.
my dear terry, —I have been shockingly negligent
in acknowledging your repeated favors; but it so hap-
pened, that I have had very little to say, with a great
1 [Scott says in a letter to John Murray, written October 20,1814:
" In casting- about how I might show you some mark of my sense of for-
mer kindness, a certain MS. History of Scotland in Letters to my Children
has occurred to me, which I consider as a desideratum; it is upon the plan
of Lord Lytteltorts Letters, as they are called.*' Nearly a year later he re-
turns to the subject, and says: " I intend to revise my letters on Scot-
tish History for you, but I will not get to press till November, for the
country affords no facilities for consulting the necessary authorities. I
hope it may turn out a thing of some interest, though I rather intend to
keep to its original purpose as a book of instruction to children." These
references seem to show that the work may have been further advanced
than Lockhart supposed. The announcement of the proposed book by
Constable and Longman naturally excited the indignation of Blackwood
and Murray, as is shown in a vigorous letter from the Edinburgh to the
London publisher, blaming equally the Ballantynes and Constable. —See
Memoirs of John Murray, vol. i. pp. 245, 246, 462.]

